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BOOK ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Arne BR~NDSTED, An Introduction to Convex Polytopes, Graduate Texts in Mathematics, Vol. 90 
(Springer-Verlag, New York, Heidelberg, Berlin, 1983) 160 pp. 
Preface. Introduction. Chapter 1: Convex sets. The affme structure of R d. Convex sets. The relative 
interior of a convex set. Supporting hyperplanes and halfspaces. The facial structure of a dosed 
convex set. Polarity. Chapter 2: Convex polytopes. Polytopes. Polyhedral sets. Polarity of polytopes 
and polyhedral sets. Equivalence and duality of polytopes. Vertex-figures. Simple and simplicial 
polytopes. Cyclic polytopes. Neighbourly polytopes. The graph of a polytope. Chapter 3: Com- 
binatorial theory of convex polytopes. Euler's relation. The Dehn-Sommerville r lations. The upper 
bound theorem. The lower bound theorem. McMullen's conditions. Apper~ix I: Lattices. Append/x 
Z: Graphs. Appendix 3: Combinatorial identities. Bibliographical comments. Bibliography. List of 
symbols. Index. 
Bruce CHANDLER and Wilhelm MAGNUS, The History of Combinatorial Group Theory: A Case 
Study in the History of Ideas, Studies in the History of Mathematics and Physical Sciences, G.J. 
Toomer, ed. (Springer-Verlag, New York, Heidelberg, Berlin, 1982) 234 pp. 
Preface. Part I: The Beginning of Combinatorial Group Theory. Chapter 1: Introduction to Part I. 
Chapter 2: The foundations: Dyck's group-theoretical studies. Chapter 3: The origin: the theory of 
discontinuous groups. Chapter 4: Motivation: the fundamental groups of topological spaces. Chapter 
5: The graphical representation f groups. Chapter 6: Precursors of later developments. Chapter 7: 
Summary. Chapter 8: Modes of communication. Growth and distribution of research in group 
theory. Chapter 9: Biographical notes. Chapter 10: Notes on terminology and definitions. Chapter 
11: Sources. Part IT'. The Emergence of Combinatorial Group Theory as an Independent Held. 
Chapter I: Introduction to Part II. Chapter 2: Free groups and their automorphisms. Chapter 3: The 
Reidemeister-Schreier method. Chapter 4: Free products and free products with amalgamations. 
Chapter 5: One-relator groups. Chapter 6: Metabelian groups and related topics. Chapter 7: 
Commutator calculus and the lower central series. Chapter 8: Varieties of groups. Chapter 9: 
Topological properties of groups and group extensions. Chapter 10: Notes on special groups. 
Chapter 11: Postscript: the impact of mathematical logic. Chapter 12: Modes of communication. 
Chapter 13: Geographical distribution of research and effects of migration. Chapter 14: Organiza- 
tion of knowledge. Bibliography. Index of names. Index of subjects. 
Elizabeth J. BILLINGTON, Sheila OATES-WILLIAMS and Anne PEN'FOLD STREET, Com- 
binatorial Mathematics IX: Proceedings of the Ninth Australian Conference on Combinatorial 
Mathematics held at the University of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia, August 24-28, 1981, Lecture 
Notes in Mathematics, Vol. 952, A. Dold and B. Eekmann, eds. (Springer-Verlag, Berlin, Heidelberg, 
New York, 1982) 443 pp. 
Preface. Invited Addresses: D.R. Breach: Star gazing in affine planes. Peter J. Cameron: Orbits, 
enumeration and colouring. A. Oardincr: Classifying distance-transitive graphs. W.L. Kocay: Some 
new methods in reconstruction theory. Vera Pless: On the uses of contracted codes. Cheryl E. 
Praeger: When are symmetric graphs characterised bytheir local properties? R.G. Stanton: Old and 
new results on perfect coverings. Contributed Papers: David Billington: The graph of hypergraphic 
realisations of denumerable multisets of degrees. Elizabeth J. Billington: Construction of some 
irreducible designs. Elizabeth J. Billington and James M. Fitz-Oerald: Partitions and the sequence 
counting problem in economic lot scheduling. Jeremy E. Dawson: Matroid bases, opposite families 
and some related algorithms. Peter Eades, L. Foulds and J. Griffin: An efficient heuristic for 
identifying a maximum weight planar subgraph. M.N. Ellingham: Constructing certain cubic graphs. 
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H.M. Finucan: Some decompositions of generalised Catalan numbers. D.A. Holton, B.D. McKay 
and M.D. Plummer: A corollary to Perfect's theorem. J.A. Hoskins: Factoring binary matrices: a
weaver's approach. St. John G. Kettle: A class of natural bijections between Catalan families. C. 
Lain, L. Thiel and S. Swiercz: A feasibility study of a search for ovals in a projective plane of order 
10. Charles H.C. Little: An interesting decomposition of K4,.4 . into planar subgraphs. A. Marczyk 
and Z. Skupiefi: Characterizations of different line graphs of graphs. K.L. McAvaney: Some even 
composite graphs with stability index greater than one. Peter J. Robinson: Fault-free rectangles tiled 
with rectangular polyominoes. Jennifer Seberry: Some families of partially balanced incomplete 
block designs. D.B. Skillicora: Directed covering and packings of pairs and quadruples. Anne 
Penfold Street and Robert Day: Sequential binary arrays II: further results on the square grid. 
Deborah J. Street: A difference set construction for inversive planes. Marta Sved: On configurations 
of Baer subplanes of the projective plane over a finite field of square order. The Following Talks 
Were Also Given at the Conference: John Arkinstall: A generalisation f the Minkowski-Van der 
Corput Theorem in the plane, and related problems. U.S. Barua and D.A. Holton: Fast Fourier 
transform and decoding of some codes. J.A. Bondy and U.S.R. Murty: Unsolved problems in graph 
theory. D.R. Breach and A.R. Thompson: Decomposable 2-(11, 5, 4) and 3-(12, 6, 4) designs. R.N. 
Buttsworth: An exclusion-inclusion transform. H. Gastineau-Hills, J. Hammer and J. Seberry: 
Construction of higher-dimensional orthogonal designs. D.G. Glynn: Rings of geometries. K.M. 
Koh, C.K. Lira and D.G. Rogers: More on graceful graphs. Rucli Mathon: Linked arrays of pairs 
and associated schemes. B.D. McKay: Spanning trees in regular graphs. Vera Pless: On the 
classifications of self-dual codes. Alan Rahilly: Classification of finite tangentially transitive projec- 
tive planes. D.G. Rogers: Some remarks on additive and complete mappings. Deborah J. Street: 
Relative difference sets and generalised weighing matrices. Richard Taylor: Some results on 
switchings in graphs. 
